BASEL AREA, SWISS
Your local innovation partner and economic promotion agency of the cantons Baselland, Basel-Stadt and Jura. First contact for general requests, innovation-oriented networking events (more than 10 a year), business advice, academic and business contacts, startup-assessment and support.

www.baselarea.swiss
info@baselarea.swiss

INNOVATION EVENTS
These events provide up-to-date information and many chances to grow your own network.

BUSINESS EVENTS
Business events provide insights of successful entrepreneurs and networking opportunities.

SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS FOR ENTREPRENEURS
A one-day seminar interactively teaching the fundamentals for a successful start-up.

NEW VENTURE ASSESSMENT
Potential entrepreneurs, start-ups and innovative SMEs get – as part of a guided, multistage process – assessments and concrete recommendations for action for their business plans from industry insiders, entrepreneurs and subject experts.

GENERAL STARTUP SEMINAR
General course for founders teaching the basics of founding a company in short time.

BASELAUNCH
A support programme in collaboration with pharma partners for selected healthcare start-ups from Switzerland and abroad, providing workplaces, contact with pharma experts and access to funding by pharma partners.

CONNECT AND ADVISORY
Individual advice and suggestions for partners out of the large network plus information on founding of a company.

COMMISSION FOR TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION CTI, INNOSUisse
CTI/CTI changes to Innosuisse 1.1.2018: CTI Innosuisse is the federal innovation promotion agency responsible to encourage science-based innovation in Switzerland through financial support, professional advice and networks. For a strong Swiss economy.

www.kti.admin.ch/www.ctistartup.ch

RESEARCH PROMOTION
Strong networks from university and industry support and consult scientific research and SME’s.

STARTUP COACHING
Coaching makes business expertise available. Free 1:1 coaching for company founders.

EDUCATION ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Entrepreneurship Courses: Extra-occupational education for company founders.

R&D PROJECT SUPPORT
R&D Projects: Financed R&D Projects at Universities, to promote industrial growth.

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK
Technology Transfer: Searches and connects University partners for applied R&D projects. Helps with R&D project applications.

EURESEARCH
Euresearch is the Swiss network mandated by the State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation (SERI) to provide targeted information, hands-on advice and transnational partnering related to European research and innovation programmes.

www.euresearch.ch

SUPPORT FOR INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
Events, webinars, newsletters and alerts to inform on different European funding opportunities.

HORIZON 2020 (EU FUNDING FOR RESEARCH AND INNOVATION)
Targeted information and hands-on advice to get access to the European research and innovation programme Horizon 2020.

EUREKA/EUROSTARS
Eureka / Eurostars programmes finance RDI oriented SMEs to gain new markets through international cooperations.

SME-INSTRUMENT
Information on the SME-Instrument which funds SMEs to enhance profitability and growth by combining and transferring knowledge into innovative and competitive solutions.

JOINT TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES
Information on Public Private Partnerships between industries, research communities and public authorities.

INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS
Provision at transnational partnering platforms related to European research and innovation programmes.

BASEL INKUBATOR / EVA
STARTUP-CENTER LIFE SCIENCES STARTUP AGENCY
The BASEL INKUBATOR is a joint initiative of the University of Basel, University of Applied Sciences of Northwestern Switzerland FHNW, Erfindungs Verwertung AG (EVA) and the Canton Basel-Stadt to provide coaching, location services and business support. EVA invests in innovative seed-stage Life Sciences companies based in North-Western Switzerland.

www.inkubator-basel.ch / www.eva-basel.ch
info@basel-inkubator.ch / info@eva-basel.ch

ENTERPRISE EUROPE NETWORK, EEN
EEN is an international network with over 600 organisations. EEN helps to find international research, technology and business partners. SwissEEN is mandated by the State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation (SERI).

een@euresearch.ch

RESEARCH SUPPORT
EEN offers tailor-made matchmaking events to find partners for international co-operation.

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK
EEN supports to find international partners, to offer technologies, to identify know-how and offers access to the largest European technology database.

BASEL INKUBATOR / EVA
STARTUP-CENTER LIFE SCIENCES STARTUP AGENCY
The BASEL INKUBATOR is a joint initiative of the University of Basel, University of Applied Sciences of Northwestern Switzerland FHNW, Erfindungs Verwertung AG (EVA) and the Canton Basel-Stadt to provide coaching, location services and business support. EVA invests in innovative seed-stage Life Sciences companies based in North-Western Switzerland.

www.inkubator-basel.ch / www.eva-basel.ch
info@basel-inkubator.ch / info@eva-basel.ch

NETWORKING WITH COMMERCIAL, FINANCING AND DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS
EVA and Inkubator provide a large business, financing and scientific support network.

COACHING, BUSINESS PLAN AND INCORPORATION
Office and lab space, incorporation address, support in writing your business plan and preparing financing rounds.

SEED FINANCING, COACHING
EVA provides seed funding and acts as lead investor.

NETWORKING WITH PROJECT PARTNERS
EVA and Inkubator link you up with CTI and other non-dilutive funding agencies.